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GERSON GONZALEZ 
DE LEON

"Junior" has returned to B.P. for his second year in Pre-k! He has made 
wonderful progress and I wanted to highlight some of his amazing skills. 
He has been working so hard on his activities and his self-help skills have 

flourished.

Early Childhood Center at B.P. Mission
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ADELINE SAFARI
The 2nd Grade team has nominated Adeline Safari as our student of the 
month. Adeline is a role model for the 2nd grade class and consistently 

demonstrates all school-wide SPARKS expectations. She has self-control, 
participates in her learning, is accountable, respectful, kind and always 

safe. Adeline is also academically strong and proves that she cares 
deeply about her learning. She is always willing to take risks and try her 
hardest. We are so proud of Adeline and the role model that she is for all 

students at Winthrop STEM Elementary Magnet School.

Winthrop STEM Elementary Magnet School
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CLARA DRINKWATER
I chose Clara to be the 4th grade student of the month as she is not only 
consistently a leader in our Nathan Hale expectations to be cooperative, 

responsible, respectful, and safe but also lights up our classroom with her 
kindness and dedication. Clara goes above and beyond to grow as a 

scholar, consistently pushing herself to learn more, even when the 
learning is challenging. I am most proud of her for her seemingly endless 
kindness. She is the first to offer a chair to a visitor in our room, sit with a 
lonely friend, extend forgiveness, and celebrate her classmates who are 

having good days. Clara's light shines bright and our classroom and 
NHAMS communities are all the better for it!

Nathan Hale Arts Magnet School
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KEYRANGELYS 
ROLON ZORRILLA

In Kindergarten, our student of the month is Keyrangelys Rolon Zorrilla! 
Key is a wonderful role model for all of her peers and is almost always 
following Harbor CREW expectations. She always makes wise choices 

and is there to help guide her classmates to make them too. Key has been 
doing a fantastic job of staying focused while learning and following the 
listening rules we have learned in our Second Step curriculum; such as 

keeping her voice quiet, her body still, and her eyes watching the teacher. 
While being a good role model, Key is also a wonderful friend to her 

classmates; always inviting students to play and work with her who may 
not have a partner or play mate. We are so proud of Key!

Harbor Elementary School
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NEHEMIAS MORALES 
I'm going to nominate Nehemias Morales Osorio for student of the month 
because he demonstrates many of our IB learner profile attributes each 

day. He is a risk-taker, always raising his hand in class to participate and 
share his thinking with his peers and he is also very caring towards his 

classmates and teachers. If ever a student needs help with something, he 
is one of the first to go out of his way to help others and he is always 

making sure everyone feels included and welcome in our classroom. He 
also demonstrates an incredible growth-mindset and often reminds his 
peers to "believe in the power of yet" and to "face challenges" when he 

notices someone feeling discouraged or frustrated. His peers also 
recognize him almost every day for his behavior, giving him compliments 

and shout-outs to earn PBIS points.

C.B. Jennings International Elementary Magnet School
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AMELIE KYDD 
The Bennie Dover Jackson Multi-Magnet Middle School Campus is excited 
to recognize Amelie Kydd as our October Student of the Month. Amelie is 
one of our amazing 8th graders and has been a student leader her whole 
time at BDJ. She is a member of our Student Council and has consistently 

helped improve our school community. Amelie is a model student and 
model citizen. She far exceeds our BDJ Way expectations each and every 
day. Amelie's friendliness, compassion, positive attitude, and leadership 

skills are greatly appreciated at BDJ. Congratulations Amelie!! 

Bennie Dover Jackson Multi-Magnet Middle School Campus
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JHEYBEL PENA
Jheybel is an exemplary freshman who has set a high standard for himself 

academically. His current 4.0 GPA and courses have set him up to be a 
well-rounded student. He is kind, helpful, and always polite. Everyday he 

eats lunch with a friend that is not able to go into the cafeteria. When 
their schedules didn't match up to eat lunch together every day, he made 

sure to ask if we could change that so the other student would never have 
to eat alone. Recently, he had a prospective student shadow him in a few 

of his classes where he showed the other student around the school as 
well as answered questions the prospective student had. Overall, Jheybel 

is a great student and has a bright future ahead.

New London High School Multi-Magnet Campus
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WEICAI (ANDY) HE
It is a great pleasure to award Weicai He ( Andy) New London Adult 

Education's Student of the Month. Andy has made great progress in the short 
time he has been enrolled in our ESL program. First and foremost, Andy is an 
enthusiastic learner. He has advanced through different levels of ESL with a 
smile and a strong willingness to learn. He consistently puts forward his best 

efforts to achieve mastery of the English language. In addition, Andy’s 
attendance is stellar; he is the first student to arrive and the last student to 

leave class. This dedication to class has allowed him the opportunity to build 
peer friendships and connections at Adult Education. Lastly, Andy embraces 

class through his active participation. He proudly engages in classroom 
discussions while at the same time, continuing to strengthen his English 

Language foundation.

New London Adult & Continuing Education


